
Think big, start 

small, fail fast
The art of building consumer products
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Who is the consumer tech PM?

❏Visionary

❏Evangelist

❏Project manager

❏Analyst

❏Problem solver

❏Cheerleader

❏Janitor

❏Optimist

❏Pessimist

❏Power user
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mini-CEO of the product



Who does he/she work with?

Engineering Design User 

research

Data 

Science

Marketing

Responsible for 

building the product

Responsible 

for solving 

user 

problems 

through 

design

Responsible for 

providing 

qualitative and 

quantitative 

insights to 

inform the 

product design

Responsible for 

analyzing user 

behavior trends to 

inform product 

design, launch and 

iteration

Responsible for 

outbound 

communication to 

the market

Everyone: Deeply think about user problems, brainstorm ideas, 

closely collaborate to build and dogfood the product all the time
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Start from thinking BIG

Envision The Future

Build Your Roadmap Execute Your Roadmap

Align Your Team

Think BIG



Envision The Future

Think BIG: who do you want to be?

What will the future be like? 

b

What are the pain points?   

b

What about other players?

What are your assets?

What are the pain points

What do you do really well?

What are other players

What types of problems are 

you excited solve?



Thinking BIG changes what you build

Thinking big

Automatically generate and 

display subtitles for all videos 

on VideoTube b

Video consumption is moving 

to mobile

Mobile environments do not 

always allow for sound

Let’s make VideoTube videos 

understandable anywhere 

anytime

Thinking BIG
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After thinking BIG, start SMALL

Envision The Future

Build Your Roadmap Execute Your Roadmap

Align Your Team

Start SMALL



Break it down into People Problems

Why is not your BIG vision a reality?

What are the problems we are trying to solve for people?

How do we know these problems are real pain points?

How will we know when we solved them?



People Problems form your roadmap

You can’t solve everything at once

Prioritize and sequence

Build more and more value along the way

S
T

A
R

T



People Problems help you execute

To align the team on what we are trying to solve for

To find a solution that solves the problem

To keep the team on track to build the right solution

To evaluate results and iterate



Example: VideoTube People Problems

Vision

Make VideoTube videos understandable anywhere anytime

People problems

People don’t understand videos without sound

People dont always have sound when they are on their mobile on the go

People enjoy videos more when they hear the sound and see subtitles



Solve your first people problem

Execute. Listen. Iterate.

Engineers = best friends

Dogfood your product

Obsess over data

Listen to your customers

Know when to say NO

Fail fast
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The Golden Path

Think Big Start Small

Iterate Dogfood

Use Your Data

Fail FAST



Failing FAST is important

If you never failed, you probably did not aim high 

enough

Failing means iterating every step along the way

If you fail, do it FAST and LEARN how to 

succeed in the future



Use data to fail FAST and LEARN

Set goals based on user behavior and people 

problem

Validate your ideas through qualitative and 

quantitative research

Understand the success or failure of your solutions 

through qualitative and quantitative analysis



Example: VideoTube video subtitles

Vision: make VideoTube videos understandable anywhere anytime

People problem: people enjoy videos more when they hear and see the same msg

Step 1: Validate the problem with user research or an A/B test

Step 2: Set a goal to increase video watch time by X% based on the test

Step 3: Your solution is to auto-generate subtitles and offer the publisher to add 

these to the video. Validate the solution with publisher research.

Step 4: Your users watch more video when subtitles are displayed and sentiment is 

up. But subtitles adoption is low. WHY?

Step 5: Analyze where/how publishers upload videos. Do they use a different 

upload flow? Do they need creative approvals? Are the subtitles not correct?

Step 6: Find the new pain point and solve for that



Thank You!
Facebook: @alexandralev

LinkedIn:   @alexandralev

Twitter:      @alex_lev


